When joined to a stipulated neighborhood digraph, an objective function deÞned on the solution space of a real combinatorial optimization problem forms a landscape. Grover shows that landscapes satisfying a certain difference equation have properties favorable to local search.
Introduction
In the context of a local search procedure applied to a real combinatorial optimization problem (COP), a move is an operation on an incumbent solution x ∈ X (the solution space) that transforms x into a neighboring solution, y. A stipulated set of such moves for each and every x ∈ X deÞnes the neighborhood N. Each N(x) may contain duplicates since distinct moves may produce the same neighboring solution. Given an objective function f : X → R, the triple L = (X, f, N) is a landscape. While combinatorial optimization is a focus of this paper, the deÞnition of a landscape presented here is completely abstract and the results in this paper apply to the many situations [10] in which landscapes occur.
Grover [8] and Codenotti and Margara [5] showed that landscapes arising from certain classes of COPs satisfy Grover's difference equation. Grover stated that if a landscape satisÞes this equation then local optima are superior to the average value µ of the objective function over the solution space, and, the number of steps to reach a solution at least as good as µ from any starting point is linear in the problem size. Codenotti and Margara stated that the average value of a solution's neighbors is between the solution's value and µ. Barnes and Colletti [2] investigate a large number of neighborhoods that satisfy Grover's difference equation for all symmetric traveling salesman problems (STSPs). Solomon et al. [1] extend this previous work on STSPs to a much larger class of TSPs with weakly symmetric distance matrices.
Like Grover [8] and Codenotti and Margara [5] , Stadler [10] studied only symmetric and regular neighborhood digraphs and showed that landscapes satisfying Grover's difference equation, elementary landscapes, embodied a normalized objective function as an eigenvector of a graph Laplacian. He argued that any COP with an elementary landscape is a favorable candidate for solution by local search methods.
In Section 2, using a graph Laplacian similar (as a linear operator) to Chung's [4] we extend
Stadler's deÞnition of elementary landscapes to arbitrary neighborhood digraphs, enabling us to characterize landscapes satisfying Grover's wave equation. In Section 3, existing results on elementary landscapes are extended to this larger class, and two general types of elementary landscapes are identiÞed and are related using the two-step neighborhood. In the Þnal section, we summarize the contributions of this paper and suggest areas for future research.
Elementary Landscapes
We begin by reviewing Grover's equation and explaining its relation to the graph Laplacian.
Mathematical Preliminaries
For an objective function f , let [f (x) : ∀x ∈ X] be the associated vector in R |X| . It will cause no confusion to identify f with its vector of values. For any α ∈ R, f α deÞned by 
Grover's Equation
Grover deÞnes the difference operator ∇ 2 by:
and identiÞes the class of landscapes for which, after an appropriate normalization, there is some constant λ > 0 such that the following 'wave' equation is satisÞed.
While Grover's deÞnition allows landscapes whose neighborhood graph is of any type, all his results assume landscapes whose neighborhood graph is regular and symmetric. Grover shows this class to have a number of properties favorable to local search. We extend these results to general neighborhood graphs below. He also shows that landscapes arising from certain well known COPs satisfy Equation 1.
Stadler's definition of Elementary Landscapes
Considering only regular and symmetric N, Stadler [10] deÞnes the Laplacian matrix to be L S = dI − A where I is an |X| × |X| identity matrix, and d is the degree of every vertex. For regular, symmetric neighborhoods, it can be shown that L S = −d∇ 2 . As a consequence, we have sufficient conditions for a landscape to satisfy equation (1): In a regular, symmetric landscape for which f µ is an eigenvector of L S , f µ satisÞes Equation (1). Stadler calls such landscapes elementary.
As shown in the appendix, because Grover and Stadler limited their studies to regular and symmetric N, they needed only to investigate f µ . Other classes of N require consideration of general normalized objective function vectors, f α .
Extending the Definition of Elementary Landscapes
For any digraph associated with an adjacency matrix A we deÞne the Laplacian by
L has a number of important properties. D −1 A is a stochastic matrix, (i.e., its row sums are all 1) and so its (possibly complex) eigenvalues have modulus in the interval [−1, 1] (Stewart [11] ). Consequently the eigenvalues of L have modulus in the interval [0, 2].
That is:
Proof. Routine. ¤ Definition 2 An elementary landscape is one in which f α is an eigenvector of L for some real number α, i.e.
A simple consequence of Lemma 1 is
Theorem 3 As linear operators on the space of functions
The following corollary provides the promised characterization:
is elementary if and only if (X, f α , N) satisÞes Grover's wave equation for some α.
With this characterization, the classical mathematical tool of spectral analysis can now be applied in studying different types of landscapes for a given neighborhood [10] .
Types of Elementary Landscapes
This section explains the properties of elementary landscapes which make them amenable to local search and we distinguish two classes of elementary landscapes which result from varying the parameter λ.
While it is possible to deÞne COPs where the objective function f can achieve complex values, for the purposes of this paper we limit ourselves to COPs (and therefore landscapes) where f can achieve only real values. This limits us to elementary landscapes where both the eigenvector (f ) and therefore the eigenvalue (λ) are real, since the Laplacian of a neighbourhood is real by deÞnition.
As noted previously, (and by [4] ) the eigenvalues of L lie in the interval [0, 2], so that an elementary landscape can only exist with λ in this range. The feasible range of the normalizing parameter α may be deduced from Theorem 5 below.
We now relate elementary landscapes to local optima of COPs. A solution x is said to be a local minimum if f (x) ≤ f (y) for every y ∈ N(x). The notion of local maximum is deÞned similarly.
Theorem 5
In an elementary landscape with λ > 0, local minima have values at most α, and local maxima have values at least α.
Proof. Equation 2 with Lemma 1 yields, for each x ∈ X,
If x * is a local minimum, then it is no greater than the least of its neighbors, and therefore
From this we immediately have λf α (x * ) ≤ 0, and since λ > 0, f (x * ) ≤ α as required.
The corresponding proof for local maxima is symmetrical. ¤ In the next section we describe how the value of λ determines the properties of an elementary landscape.
Smooth and Rugged Landscapes
In general, a neighborhood N deÞnes a directed multigraph, with an edge from x to y for each occurrence of y in N(x). If, for each x, y ∈ X there is a directed path from x to y, the neighborhood digraph is connected.
The following proposition explains why elementary landscapes with eigenvalue 0 or 2 are often degenerate and permits us to restrict further investigations to elementary landscapes with λ ∈ (0, 2).
Proposition 6 If N deÞnes a connected digraph, then
• An elementary landscape with λ = 0 has constant objective function, i.e. a ßat landscape where f (x) has the same value ∀x ∈ X;
and if in addition x ∈ N(x) for at least one x ∈ X, then
• There is no elementary landscape with λ = 2. We identify two types of elementary landscapes depending on the value of λ ∈ (0, 2).
This implies that "on average" all x ∈ X have neighbors whose f(y) are similar to f (x) (on the same side of α), i.e., the landscape is characterized by smooth "rolling hills and valleys" [10] . This relation was also observed by Codenotti and Margara [5] . However, in the general case where α need not equal µ, stronger information may be inferred. For example, if α < µ, then local minima have lesser values than when α = µ.
This relation implies that all solutions are neighbored, on average, by solutions with values on the opposite side of α. At the intersection of these two cases (when λ = 1) we clearly have
Henceforth we shall refer to landscapes of Type 1 as smooth-elementary and landscapes of Type 2 as rugged-elementary.
While rugged-elementary landscapes would present a more difficult challenge for a simple greedy local search, knowledge that such a landscape is present would enhance the strategic search possibilities of more sophisticated reactive and adaptive metaheuristic approaches like tabu search. The identiÞcation of rugged-elementary landscapes extends the incomplete results of Codenotti and Margara [5] and Stadler [10] who apparently were only aware of smoothelementary landscapes.
Smoothing Rugged Landscapes
Let adjacency matrix A deÞne a regular neighborhood N A which yields an elementary landscape. We now consider cases where the associated two-step neighborhood N A 2 must yield a smooth (λ < 1) landscape. Unfortunately, unlike the case where A is regular, f α is not necessarily invariant when one moves from the one-step to the two-step neighborhood. Studying irregular and asymmetric one-and two-step neighborhoods and answering the question when the latter yields smooth landscapes is an interesting area for future research.
Conclusions
This paper extends the deÞnition of elementary landscapes to arbitrary neighborhood digraphs. This facilitates the understanding of elementary landscapes for COPs where irregular and/or asymmetric neighborhoods may be considered. Asymmetric neighborhood digraphs may yield complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Their use and meaning is an intriguing area for further investigation.
Two general classes of elementary landscapes, smooth and rugged, are characterized. For a regular adjacency matrix, rugged elementary landscapes can be smoothed by using the corresponding two-step neighborhood. Empirical evidence indicates that Glover and Laguna's ejection chain method [7] of generating compound neighborhoods enhances a metaheuristic search method. The Þndings in this paper may provide theoretical insight into the success of such techniques. The development of neighborhoods always yielding smooth landscapes is an important area for research. The existing neighborhoods possess α ≡ µ, so the development of neighborhoods yielding elementary landscapes where α 6 = µ, and studying the properties of such landscapes is another area for future research.
Using the single agent traveling salesman problem as an analysis base, we are currently applying eigenvector analysis for investigating the form and character of elementary neighborhoods for arbitrary adjacency matrices. A directly related, and more complex, area of study 
